
The Delphinium Cane  

Supplies : blade, roller,CaneBenders cane benders available at  TinyPandora.com  Pandora 
Crafting  Boutique , 3 blocks of polymer clay in the colors of your choice, a work surface,and a 

pasta machine, optional: a bottle or candle votive to cover with your cane . 

 
Run each of your colors through your pasta machine on the thickest setting .Cut out each of 

your colors into 3 by 3 squares . 

  Then cut each of your 3 by 3 squares 
diagonally so that your get two triangles and put them back together to make one triangle .put 
your triangles according to the picture above. You should end up with three skinner blends like 

shown .  



  
Next take your purple and white skinner blend and roll it into a plug with the white in the middle. 
Then make that plug  into a triangle.  

 
Now with your purple and black skinner blend , roll that into a log with the purple on the inside 
and flatten with your roller .Also with your black and white skinner blend you want to make a 
fanfold cane with your white on the bottom and black on the top .In that black and white fanfold 
add a white channel with the second to last cane bender by Tiny  Pandora Crafting  Boutique. 
You also need to make a black and white striped cane and flatten it on your thickest setting in 
your pasta machine.  

 
take the black and purple triangle plug that you flattened, and add a thin sheet of white around it 
, then put your purple triangle plug on top of that white sheet. Then put the striped cane on one 
side of your triangle . Place  your skinner blend plug with the white channel and put it on the 
other side.It should look like the picture above . 
  



 
Now reduce your cane and marry it together and repeat this step 4 times in total. 

 

 
Here is the delphinium cane . Your cane should look similar, here I have covered a Coke bottle 

but you can cover what you please .  


